
zberg02: hey man
ThinkComp: hi
zberg02: your facenet thing is hot
ThinkComp: thanks
zberg02: how do i add you as a friend
ThinkComp: go to the main thing and just type greensp
ThinkComp: into the center box
ThinkComp: it's obviously got room for improvement :-)
ThinkComp: such as adding one at a time 
ThinkComp: hehe
zberg02: one at a time?
ThinkComp: like you just wanted to
zberg02: oh right haha
zberg02: did you code this yourself?
zberg02: it looks like it has the greenspan touch
ThinkComp: yeah
zberg02: cool
zberg02: are you using graphviz for visualizations?
ThinkComp: i'm trying but it keeps rebooting my damn server.
zberg02: weird
ThinkComp: so i basically shut it off for now
zberg02: you're on linux?
ThinkComp: yeah
ThinkComp: did you compile it with freetype?
zberg02: na
zberg02: what distro are you using/
ThinkComp: it's old
ThinkComp: sun cobalt red hat 5
zberg02: hmm okay
ThinkComp: really, really old.
ThinkComp: this server is from 2000.
zberg02: yea i'm using rh9
zberg02: so what i did
ThinkComp: it's doing ok for a 300MHz AMD chip though :-)
zberg02: was reinstall tcl and tk
zberg02: v8.4 on those
ThinkComp: i'm not even compiling those packages i don't think
ThinkComp: maybe i should though.
zberg02: i can send you source package i used for graphviz but it's probably different
ThinkComp: it's ok, i've got a bunch
ThinkComp: thanks though
ThinkComp: at&t people seem pretty stumped
ThinkComp: i am too
zberg02: haha yea
zberg02: they're helping you out?
ThinkComp: yeah
ThinkComp: they've been really nice
zberg02: that's cool
zberg02: just randomly?
ThinkComp: it'll work perfectly three times in a row



ThinkComp: and then crash on the fourth
ThinkComp: or on the seventh
ThinkComp: it seems totally random
zberg02: what are you using to generate the svgz?
zberg02: neato?
ThinkComp: neato, but i'm not using SVG.
zberg02: oh right
zberg02: you're doing pdf
ThinkComp: yeah
zberg02: i guess pdf is more universal haha
ThinkComp: yep :-)
zberg02: i got the thing working over a year ago for my friend who made buddyzoo
ThinkComp: cool
zberg02: and then i just reused the code i had written for that
ThinkComp: it's a nice program
ThinkComp: if only it didn't break :-)
zberg02: yea haha
zberg02: how do i add a course as my favorite?
ThinkComp: go to criticalmass
zberg02: i'm clearly bad at this
zberg02: yea i'm in that
ThinkComp: no, it's not you.
ThinkComp: the UI needs work
ThinkComp: under Lists
ThinkComp: my favorite list i think?
zberg02: oh right
zberg02: gotcha
zberg02: no that's pretty obvious
zberg02: i just browsed to the course profile
zberg02: thinking that there would be a link there
ThinkComp: yeah there should be
ThinkComp: you may run into a bug with the ranking once you add the first course...
ThinkComp: i've gotta fix that.
zberg02: eh get one of your people to do that haha
ThinkComp: there are no other programming people
ThinkComp: heh
ThinkComp: just marketing
zberg02: so what's going to happen next year?
ThinkComp: and membership
ThinkComp: someone's gonna learn how to code with my software :-)
zberg02: are you going to keep running any of this stuff after you graduate?
zberg02: it would probably be better not having to play by harvard's rules haha
zberg02: anyhow, i need to go learn some psych before wednesday
zberg02: i'll let you know if i think of anything that i had to deal with while making graphviz work
zberg02: bye bye


